At the Site of the Void: Performance and Pilgrimage in the Bicol Dotoc
In Bicol, Philippines, the mayong-mayo (‘people who have nothing at all’) perform an
enduring act of hope: the performance of pilgrimage in the tradition of the Dotoc sa Mahal
na Santa Cruz—performances of the ancient Christian stories of the finding of the cross by
Helena and by Heraclius. How might one think of such fidelity? The dotoc is an act of seeking
that reveals the subject at the site of the void—the ‘presence of absence within the empty
tomb’ of the resurrection that has become the sign of a primal religious desire (Kubiak 1991)
and the repeated motif in the dotoc pilgrimage. But the sharp incongruities in the way it
appears, the multiple ways that the communities in the different sites perform their stories,
sing the texts, dress up the characters, or not make an effort at all to put up a show,
challenge understanding. The images jar and clash as one struggles to make sense of its
logics as postcolonial performance. Conquergood’s methodology that goes back to the
event, the act of saying itself and the sayer, provides a way forward. Performance as
concept, practice and epistemology, recast using the Bicolano notion and practice of
anduyog, opens up the inquiry towards the dotoc participants’ fidelity and why it matters.
Co-performance is itself fidelity to the event, consistent with Badiou’s notion of militant
commitment and the idea of the ‘inexistent’ coming to be when a truth event unfolds—a
way to think about the dotoc performances beyond their appearance, but ever close to what
has been experienced.
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